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Set in 1944, the strategic level map depicts the nearly final month of the German offensive on the Western Front. Team management is crucial as every man in your teams matter. Based on Atomic Games’ award-winning Close Combat series, Close Combat: Wacht am Rhein brings
the classic top-down tactical gameplay from the original series. The Wacht am Rhein remake comes with a Grand Campaign including a strategic map with 64 gorgeous hand-drawn tactical maps, over 70 scenarios, and much more! Take command of US or German forces and either
retrace the last steps of Hitler’s army in one desperate attempt to turn the tide of the impending allied victory or ride to the rescue with General Patton and push back the German offensive to reclaim Bastogne. FEATURES • One Grand Campaign with a strategy level map as well as
64 gorgeous hand-drawn tactical level maps • 70+ scenarios based on real-world battles, operations and campaigns • An easy-to-use but powerful Scenario Editor - Create your own "what if" Scenarios • Largely expanded moddability: all strategic layer features, all campaign details

including weather, turns per day, scoring, support mission (artillery, airstrike) capabilities for both Germans and Americans, battlegroup recycling, battlegroup retreat/disband, supply and much more! • Accurately depicts World War II tactical warfare and its challenges • Realistic
soldier psychological profiles during combat About Atomic Game Studio Atomic Game Studio (A.G.S.) is a developer of modular and fully playable wargames with a rich story-driven campaign. Atomic Game Studio is one of the most established publishers of wargames in Europe, and
brings award-winning products like Close Combat, Die Offensiven, Panzer Campaigns: Eastern Front, Europa Universalis III and Wargame: Red Dragon to consoles for the first time. BEHIND THE SCENARIOS Support the Wargamer Network - Our editors and authors have a wonderful
opportunity for you to get exclusive details about the game, receive behind-the-scene content and get the latest news on latest releases and ongoing events. - Sign up for Wargamer's bi-weekly newsletter - The Wargamer Network reaches over 1 million unique email subscribers

each month. - Connect with other warg
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InductVR (beta) Features Key:
A fast-paced fantasy duel game for 5-8 players in a short story campaign.

A rich and beautiful world to expand your campaign.
In depth character generation for full reroll and player tracking.

Customizable character attributes, special abilities, equipment, and heroes.
A complex and strategic combat system using dice.

A smart AI that counters your best moves.
Engaging and easy to learn rules!

Spin off mini-games designed for great fun!
A beautiful illustrated rules manual full of glorious maps and figures.

What you will need to play:

2 to 8 players
various amounts of time
Plenty of people to play
D6 dice
Your imagination!
Some paper and pencil (optional)

Overview of Fantasy General II: Empire Aflame

A fantasy duel game for 5-8 players in a short campaign

A rich and beautiful world to expand your campaign

In depth character generation with full rerolls and player tracking

Customizable character attributes, special abilities, equipment, and heroes

A complex and strategic combat system using dice

A smart AI that counters your best moves

Engaging and easy to learn rules

Spin off mini games designed for great fun!

A beautiful illustrated rules manual full of glorious maps and figures

Brief Information

A fast-paced fantasy duel game for 5-8 players in a short campaign

A rich and beautiful world to expand your campaign

In depth character generation with full rerolls and player tracking

Customizable character attributes, special abilities, equipment, and 
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- HandTracked : in this type controls, all moves and movements are determined by player's hand. As it is done, there is no lag, but it must be very careful. - Freestyle : in this type controls, all moves are determined by player's mouth. Since it is determined by player's mouth, it can be
expressed by using some controls similar to keyboard and mouse. However, it is very difficult to make a game with high precision like using mouse in keyboard. - NoHand : in this type controls, all moves and movements are determined using camera controls. - High touch controls : this
controls needs the controlling ability of keyboard and mouse. 1.About control system: Controls determine movement in game.(for example, left click makes the ball bounce) Usually the game makes movements with the keyboard and the mouse. In some situation, the player clicks on the
screen. in this case, a function of the mouse controls are added to the keyboard controls. If a player can't use mouse easily, a gamepad is also recommended to use it. 2.About movement : In this game, only controls in the horizontal direction of ball are done by player's thumb. Even if
player's thumb is getting tired, it can be moved by guiding the ball on the screen. 3.About perspective : In this game, scenery(player) are seen from above, just like a live stream. The player must control the ball while looking at scenery from high. As there is a sea in the game, player's
ball's movement is determined in the style of current in the sea. If the ball's speed is high in movement,the sea is difficult to see. 4. About camera controls: From "HandTracked " type, there are camera controls to control on left and right and front and back. however, moves with the other
side must be done by mouth. (example, left click and dragging makes the ball in the left side move) If player performs a motion of camera moves, it is not difficult to make a fishing game similar to mozart because of the camera controls. Camera determines the angle of the ball's
movement. A camera controls that is able to control it in a higher speed is recommended. 5. About water movement: If the speed of the sea is high,player's ball's movement gets influenced by it. In case of speed c9d1549cdd
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Let's talk about this game : published:13 Sep 2016 views:204 This is a story about 4 boys who live in the south. Unfortunately it is only a story but the true values never died. No matter how hard you try to replace these values with "western" values, they are always going back inside of
you. Thanks to everyone who watched. I hope you enjoyed this story that I wrote. published:16 Nov 2013 views:25280 The world is in trouble. Countries are fighting for natural resources, violent conflicts are no longer fiction and nationalism seems to be on the rise. As an international
activist and journalist, Shoraya El malehhi asks questions about the loss of environment and democracy. ------- Watch more on Shoraya El Malehhi's channel: Subscribe to SeekerDaily! ----- Seeker Daily is your daily source of news, travel and entertainment including movies, music,
television, blogs and more. It's a coalition of Seeker bloggers who write and curate all the content on Seeker. Seeker also has a network of over 500 contributors who block out a few hours every week to write about all things science, travel, adventure and technology. We want to create the
world's most thoughtful and engaging video content. Seeker Daily brings you puzzles, science, health, history, technology, sports, and much more. Despite being based in New York, Seeker readers are around the world and contain a diversity of backgrounds, ages, and ethnicities. We
introduce people to stories they won't find anywhere else, have exciting interactive features like trivia challenges, podcasts, trivia quizzes, videos, surfeit of other content and more. Visit us at seekerdaily.com. published:07 Oct 2017 views:2977 "If you are interested in the old ways you
should go to India. Find a Jain temple, there you can see the real path. Don't forget to taste the Jaggery. Check out my friends in this video:

What's new:

Razed Earth is a 1976 American science fiction drama film directed by John Guillermin and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. It stars David McCallum, John Hancock and Royal
Dano. Plot On July 2, 1998, Associate Professor of Geology Ward Wentworth is flying home to his wife and four daughters, when an electromagnetic pulse wavefield causes the jet
engine to fail. As the high-altitude winds kick up and slice a 45 degree gap in the plane, the crew make a crash-landing in a remote area of southeast Nevada. After the bodies of
the victims are removed, using a pair of LDVs brought along for just that purpose, Dr. Wentworth notices that a crystal radioactivity reading is nearly three times the norm, and
this increases to four times in a matter of minutes. He also finds that the geologic signs around them were destroyed - the snow that makes a snowfield, the mountains and the
desert. He finds that the air is filled with thousands of electromagnetic particles, some originating from within the earth and the atmosphere. The powerful magnetic force flares
are called a "pulse wave" and space exploration ships have long employed them for atmospheric changes or if the ship detects anomalies via the bioradar. As he starts
broadcasting out in a high frequency wave, he seems to disturb the particles that the pulse raises, which begins to cause violent weather on Earth. The pronounced lightning
flashes, followed by heavy roaring wind, rain and hail, dampen his radio out over the area, as the pulse grabs full control of all the winds. The geologists who have been
investigating the area, are also unable to transmit except in radio or high frequency wave, as the electromagnetic environment wreaks havoc with their equipment, rendering it
useless. When the pulse arrives in Las Vegas, Nevada, the city is completely deserted. All roads are blocked and no one is around except for a few scattered wanderers. The glow
from the pulse wave is seen starting to make a circular track into the desert, where the rest of the desert population is starting to move east, as the pulse keeps working into the
desert. Wentworth breaks out of his pod and locks onto the pulse. He starts to attempt getting across the desert to the small town called Daisy Town, also abandoned. The pulse
windstorm hits full force and the scenery changes into a form that quickly turns into a scene from Armageddon. The pulse forces the car they are using to escape along the desert 
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HISTORY - Walk through the dark history of the hotel. HARDWARE - Unlock and play on all available devices with no ads. STRATEGY - Find new clues and explore the secrets of the
hotel. Experience a night of horrors! Exploring one of the darkest hotels ever built, must you uncover the source of the evil that has infested this once sacred site? In this exciting
hidden-object puzzle adventure, travel back in time to learn more about the history of the Baker’s Hotel and the strange events that occurred there. ___________________________ •
Explore the Baker’s Hotel, the darkest and most haunted building on the planet • 30 immersive and intriguing scenes to explore • Hidden Object scenes • Reminiscent puzzle
stages • Mini-games • Riddles • Time Trial mode • Difficulty settings • Uncover the hidden object scenes in time for them to be revealed when flipped over • Learn more about the
history of the Baker’s Hotel and the strange events that occurred there • Complete Hidden Object scenes to uncover more about the past You are an exceptionally talented chef
who has won a prestigious cooking contest. For your next challenge, you are going to design and build a spectacular display for the Queen who is visiting your restaurant. You will
have to construct several pre-designed and pre-rendered models of your building. Each piece of the displayed menu has to perfectly fit together. You have to use different items
like walls, tables, chairs, plates, glasses, plates, forks, cutlery, knives etc, and you also have to make sure that the models are in line with the location and the full menu set-up.
Use your creativity to construct the most spectacular set that will fit this location’s design. Have fun! Key features: -Decorate the restaurant menu -Add items -Push and pull -Cut
& combine objects -Layout menu -Beautiful scenery -Multiplayer games Alone or together, the world’s 3 best explorers unite in this animated adventure filled with everything you
love about GRAVITY: HIDDEN OBJECTS, REAL-TIME WATER, and SURVIVAL! Travel the solar system in search of lost cities and aliens by flying through 4 unique solar systems, hand-
drawn and hand-painted at every stage of production, including stunning new pre-rendered graphics! Uncover an immense universe filled with hundreds of
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